
OZONE ENERGY

The natural choice  
for hotels & spas



The power of 3...

Treat your guests…  
to fluffier towels & softer sheets
OTEX CLEANS DEEPER FOR OPTIMUM WASH QUALITY AND EXTENDED FABRIC LIFE.
Linen fibres become opened during the ozone laundry process, enabling a deep, gentle 
cleaning that leaves users with fresher laundry and towels that are fluffier, while extending the 
life of any fabrics being washed.

Enjoy peace of mind…  
knowing your laundry is  
completely clean 
OTEX IS SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN TO KILL HARMFUL BACTERIA, 
EVEN IN COLD WATER.
Harness the natural cleaning power of ozone to eliminate 99.999% of 
bacteria including E.Coli, Norovirus and micro-organisms such as fungal 
infections which cause athletes foot.

OZONE ENERGY

Spoil yourself… 
with over 50% savings
OTEX CUTS RUNNING COSTS BY USING LESS WATER AND ELECTRICITY.
By using less water on every wash cycle, not only does OTEX cut your utility costs by  
over 50%, it also reduces your carbon footprint too. 
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The reasons you should be using OTEX 
in your hotel laundry are stacking up…The power of 3...

The perfect treatment for your laundry

•  Slash energy and detergent bills  
and reduce your carbon footprint

•  Keep towels fluffier and linens softer 
for longer with gentler washes

•   Enjoy peace of mind knowing that 
your laundry is disinfected 20% 

 fluffier 

fluffy? ✓

soft? ✓

luxurious? ✓

absorbent? ✓

bright? ✓

clean? ✓

fresh-smelling? ✓

hygienic? ✓

OTEX system No OTEX

80% 45% 60% 35% 30%
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How OTEX will leave your laundry 
naturally clean and fresh
Using cold water and the natural power of ozone particles to dissolve harmful bacteria, dirt, and hard-to-clean 
oils from your spa, OTEX is designed with hotel towel laundries in mind, and scientifically proven to get better 
results than traditional hot water washing*.

Ozone is injected into the 
washing machine drum  
via a patented interfusor

An electrical charge splits 
oxygen (O2) into single oxygen 
(O), these then reform to 
create ozone (O3)

Air from the atmosphere  
is collected in the oxygen 
concentrator and the  
OTEX process begins
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Ozone disinfects the laundry in 
ambient water. Ozone opens up 
the fibres, enhancing the wash 
process and increasing the 
efficiency of the final spin

The wash cycle is complete Fresh smelling, clean, 
decontaminated laundry 
items are unloaded
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The ultimate infection control 
solution, pure and simple

for more information
0800 591 903

JLA’s ground-breaking natural ozone disinfection system has revolutionised the way hospitals, care 
homes and other hygiene-focused commercial organisations do their laundry.

Developed by our own internationally acknowledged technicians, chemists and infection control experts, OTEX 
disinfects more effectively than any conventional thermal alternative. It does this by turning oxygen from the air 
around us into ozone, and injecting it into your washing machine’s drum to kill 99.999% of harmful micro-or-
ganisms such as MRSA, E.Coli, Norovirus and C.difficile spores. 

While traditional thermal cycles use high water temperatures 
and may need harsh bleaching agents to remove stains, our eco-friendly solution works at low or ambient 
temperatures. It means you’ll not only achieve complete disinfection, but also save on utility bills and extend 
the life of the fabrics you launder.

see how it works

otex insights
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otex insights

England and Wales  Meadowcroft Lane, Ripponden, West Yorkshire, HX6 4AJ   
Scotland  27 Tollpark Place, Wardpark East, Cumbernauld, G68 0LN  
Ireland  Regus House, Harcourt Road, Dublin 2

search website here

See how it works
otex.co.uk

* Department of Health’s Rapid Review Panel, Sept. 2009
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OTEX in action
Don’t just take our word for it - find out how JLA’s OTEX laundry system has revolutionised  
the way our hotels customers do their laundry…

Amanda Blacklaw is the Spa Manager at Stobo Castle in the 
Scottish Borders. She says: 

“We need a laundry to service all the towels used for treatments, our 
pool and health suite area. JLA provide a professional high quality 
service that enables us to cope with the demand for towels our guests 
expect. The OTEX system we use offers us peace of mind that cross 
infection in the laundry is eliminated.” 

Amanda states that another big advantage of JLA’s OTEX system is 
that it saves them time in the laundry. 

“The OTEX system eliminates staining as well as decontaminating the 
towels; therefore towels do not have to be washed again. Another 
benefit of the OTEX system is that it makes towels fluffier than regular 
washing – keeping the towels to a standard spa guests would expect.”

Penny Thomasson is Head Housekeeper at Bourne Leisure’s  
Bembridge Coast Hotel, part of the national Warner Leisure  
Hotels group. She explains how the site’s in-house laundry  
prevents cross-infection while keeping costs down.

“We used to use contract towels but it was decided to have our own  
on-premise laundry so we could give the guests a better service,  
with a daily towel change if needed. The towels smell fresh and stay 
fluffy, and OTEX means we can disinfect lots of them at a lower water 
temperature and make a saving on utilities too.” 

OZONE ENERGY



OZONE ENERGY

ROI 01601 0525

We know how important fresh linen is to your business, and that 
running out of clean towels or sheets could harm your reputation. 
That’s why our Total Care package has been designed to get you 
back up and running in no time should a fault occur, with no repair 
bills to pay... ever.

  Market-leading machine supply

  7-day breakdown cover

  No wear and tear clause

  24/7 service helpline

  Simple monthly payments
 
Plus…guaranteed 8-working  
hour call-out response –  
or we pay you £100

No upfront investment  
required on any JLA machine, 
and no repair bills to pay... ever.




